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Cambridge has a vibrant programme of books and journals spanning all geographical areas of the world.

We publish prestigious book series and stand-alone titles that analyse regions through a variety of disciplines in both the humanities and social sciences, ranging from politics, economics and history through to anthropology and religion.

Our multi- and interdisciplinary journals regularly achieve high Impact Factors and lead their respective fields.
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The politics list at Cambridge is one of unparalleled quality and range.

Our books list routinely tops surveys of political scientists for the calibre of its output, which includes field-defining series such as Cambridge Studies in Comparative Politics, Cambridge Studies in International Relations and Cambridge Texts in the History of Political Thought.

American Political Science Review and International Organization are widely recognised as the leading generalist journals in political science and international relations, while the likes of British Journal of Political Science and World Politics remain essential reading for researchers worldwide.

For students and scholars across the breadth of political enquiry, Cambridge is the resource of choice.

For further details visit: cambridge.org/core-politics-and-IR
Latin American Politics and Society (formerly the Journal of Interamerican Studies and World Affairs) publishes the highest-quality original social science scholarship on Latin America. The Editorial Board, comprising leading U.S., Latin American, and European scholars, is dedicated to challenging prevailing orthodoxies and promoting innovative theoretical and methodological perspectives on the states, societies, economies, and international relations of the Americas in a globalizing world. www.cambridge.org/LAPS
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